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ABOUT THIS NEWSLET!ER 

This is a newaletter Zinking tagether 
peaple all over the world fighting to 
stop uranium mining. 

We pass on infomation from groups 
tiho ~ant to s'l1.a.re that infomation üJÎ.th 
other groups. The newst.etter was eet 
up at the request and initiative of 
a meeting of people trom iaoZated 
pockets of this ea.rth ~ho needed 
to keep in touch ~th each other. 
Thia news Zetter is a ~ay to Zeazrn abóut 
each othePS strugglea and tactica. It 
is a tool for supporting each other. 

Everybody is invited to pa!!'ticipate 
in the newst.etter. Please send 
newa atories~ information requests~ 
information on net.J and useful. public
ations etc. to WISE Amsterdam. 

Every month net.J people are aubscribing 
to thie newsletter. Now WISE has to 
print 750 copies. AtZ baak issues are 
available on request. Bulk orders 
are not only possible, they are welcome. 

WISE has severat other services. We 
publish a bi-monthly bulletin for the 
internationat anti nuclear and alter
native energy movemenie. Every two 
~Jeeka we publiah a fast newa aerviae 
for the movement prees. For more 
informa"tion contact your nearest 
WISE office. 

This issue of KIITG ~as put together 
by Lin Pugh and Volker Hauck with the 
he lp of the WISE team. Infomation ie 
provided by the movement people in
aluding WISE groups. 

Copyright WISE 1980 
Re-pub Uca#on is free to the movement 
prees. Please quote source. 



SPECIAL TFIEME: A STUDYIN HAZARDS 
IN A URANIUM MINE 

(Excerpted from One Sky,Nov 1980, who 
in turn excerpted lt frcm the Key lake 
Inqui~.The statements are made by K. 
A. Valentine. Director, Occupational 
Health and Safety, National Office, 
Canada, of the United Steel Workers 
of Anlerica}. 

The adverse effects of uranium 
mining and milling can no longer be 
denied or hidden. In addition to 
conventional disabilities caused by 
mining~ significant increases in the 
incidence of lung disabilities have 
been established as arising out of 
the working environment of the Elliot 
take uranium operations. Dr Ham. in 
his Royal Co11111ission report, ident
ifie<l 81 lung cancer deaths by 1974, 
probably attributable to the uranium 
operations. Due to the latency period. 
many more can be expected and are 
occuri ng every month. At the time of 
drafting th1s brief, the writers were 
toldof new cases of sputum cytology. 

Actual figures remain statistically 
unrecorded due to the history of 
the Elliot Lake mining camp. In the 
late 50's and early 196o•s the 
work force climbed to approximately 
ten thousand workers and with turn
over that would be significantly 
higher. When the boom burst, the 
work force dropped rapidly to perhaps 
two thousand and the employees scat
terred throughout Canada, the United 
States and even Europe. 

We have uncovered lung cancer cases, 
attributable to Elliot Lake rad-
iation exposures, in various other 
c011111uni ti es th roughout the pl'Ovi nee 
and from as far away as Portland2 
Oregon. In most cases, only coincidence 

has brought them to our attenUon, since 
the affl icted persons we re unaware of 
the causitive factors because of their 
lack of knowledge about the latency 
period that can be expected from 
radiation exposure. It is our contention 
that perhaps more 1ung cancers, 
due to radiation exposure, are undetected 
due to the scattering of the work 
force in tne early years. In addition, 
we expect that significant numbers of 
other farms of cancer are. and have 
been, caused dve to radiation and we 
are currently in the process of atternpt
ing to establish working persons 
compensation claims on a number of 
these. For years, the only cancer cases 
accepted by the Workmen's Compensation 
Board were lung cancers caused by radon 
daughter exposure. Since radon daughters 
were said to be the only radiation 
hazard, and since they cou1d affect 
only the lungs, no dttention was paid 
by the companies or the regulatory 
agencies to other forms of cancer. 

Indeed~ other cases were rejected since 
the only acknowledged radiatiop hazard 
was radon daughters. We know now 
that whole body radiation has, and 
is, occurring due to gamma radiation. 
We believe it is a welt established fact 
that whole body radiation is a causitive 
factor in various types of cancer. 
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However, since it is not acknowledged 
as being a problem in uranium mining 
and milling operations prior to the 
report which was issued to us in June 
1979, these deaths or disabilities have 
not been acknowledged or recorded as 
radiation induced. 

In addition, the effect of thoron daughters 
has never been analysed therefore also 
never recorded. This failure sterns 
from the opinion of the regulatory 
agencies and the companies (until 
1979) that thoron daughter exposure was 
minimal. The Atomie Energy Control 
Board has now also acknowledged that 
thoron daughters pose a greater 
hazard than originally thought. 

In addition, correspondence from 
a certain Dr Muller to one of our 
staff verifies our concern that uranium 
dust is a causitive factor in 
kidney damage and.cancers of various 
organs and bones of the body. Due to 
the denial and/or secrecy of these 
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additional potential hazards, for years 
no real attention or record keeping 
has been directed to this concern 
by the companies or the regulator,y 
agencies. If we are correct, as we 
regrettably believe we are, the death 
toll of radiation induced cancers 
is significantly higher than anyone 
has cared so far to admit. Perhaps 
the recently announced government 
health survey of the Elliot Lake comm
unity wi11 uncover the real picture. 

SILICOSlS 

Dr Harn's Roya1 C011111ission Report 
showed ninety three silicotics charged 
to the Elliot Lake uranium camp by the 
end of 1974. Since that date, a 
considerable number of additional 
cases have appeared and we believe 
there are in excess of five hundred 
Code 3+ , Code 4+ and 5 silicotics. 
or pre-silicotics, as the result 
(in whole or in part} of exposure 
in the Elliot Lake Mining Camp. The 
precise figures are unknown since our 
records only indicate those employees 
who came to us for assistance. 
Needless to say, silica dust has proved 
to be a particularly disabling hazard 
and it continues to be very serious 
today. This is true in the mine, 
crushing and milling process. 

The harmful effects of dust and 
radiation exposure have been so severe 
to the employees in the uranium 
operations in Elliot Lake that the 
Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board 
was persuaded , in 1975, to establish 
a special programme for dust a radiation 
affected workers of Elliot lake 
operations alone ••• In addition, the 

Union was forced to negotiate 
special provisions to disregard sen
iority in providing mandatory job opp
ortunities in non-exposure working 
locations for workers showing lung 
disabilities. The Workmen's Compensation 
programme provides for retraining~ 



relocation. wa.ge loss assistance and 
various other benefits to the hundreds 
of people afflicted, and was designed 
to cover remova1 from dust and 
radiat1on exposures. Up to March 14 
1975, four hundred and forty six present 
or farmer Elliot Lake mine and surface 
workers were identified as having lung 
disabilities in whole, or in part. a 
direct result of dust exposure in the 
uranium industry. There were one hundred 
al'!d forty seven silicotics and two 
hundred pre-silitotics {dust effects). 
These lung disabilities are in 
a4dition to the carcinomas and other 
illnesses and to additions subsequent 
to the above date. An Ontario Ministry 
of Health report detenmined that by 
December 3lst, 1972, observed deaths 
trom lung cancer of Ontario uranium 
workers exceeded the figure expected 
in the general population by a factor 
of three tó fi ve. · 

lt should be understood that there are 
significant other potential hazards 
depending on the content of the ore . 
and the processing techniques. In Ell1ot 
Lake, these include considerable oumbers 
of white finger disease, exposure to 
various chemieals and gases, as wetl 
as the so-called conventiona1 hazards 
found in mining/milling in general. We 
have no reason to believe that the 
hazards in any other uranium mine will 
be different. 

(research credited to Homer Sêguin). 

Ons Sky 
A Suppten»nt on Occupati.ona.~ Heat-th 
N()f)etribe'l" 1980 
131 Ave. F. Sou.th 
Baskatoon" BASK, Catzcldtl 

The mlnlng and mltllng of 
uraniuM ä.an insult to the 
.health of afl living thlngs~ 

R E S 0 U R C E S 

!{gq.'t.th lkmgel"e of Ul'a11;tum Afi.ning a:nd 
J'UX'isdi.otiona'l Questiona is the title 
of what has been described as a 
"tremendous resource book11

• Pub
lished on August 1, it summar1ses the 
Key lake Inquiry into Uranium ~ining 
ana Milling, never completed due t~ 
the imposition of a 7 year morator1um. 
Part 1 is entitled Sourees and Levels, 
and details the basic principles of 
radiation, background radiation, 
uranium mineralisation and decay, and 
the various fonns of radiation result
ing from decay. Part 2 is Risk 
Assessment , with studfes in high and 
low dose radiation and cancers. One 
section further deals with the unfit
ness of the A tomi c Energy Contro 1 
Board to regulate dose limits and 
radiation risks. 

The end uses of uranium are also 
di scussed: nuclear power and hea 1 th 
risks, nuclear weapons and health 
risks, nuclear power is a means to 
weapons proliferation, and nucle'r 
power in the third world. A Dibl1-
ography is attached. 

We don't know how much it costs, but 
as it is Scm thick we estimate $20. 

ER :toung BC MJ) 

Envi.ronmentaZ. Beaz.th Comrlttee~ 
BC Medicat Assooiation1 Aca.demg of 
Medioi"M BUg 
180'1 W, 10th Ave 
Vanoouver BC V6J 249, Canada 
tel (804) ?36 6551 
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ELDORADO REFINERY WILL NOT GO 
THROUGH~ BUT GHOST REAPPEARS. 

At the end of October the 4 year 
battle of local and regional citizens 
groups against plans for a uranium 
refinery at Warman resulted in a 
sucess, and the plans were buried. 
But the ghost has come back only 
34 km west of Wannan, at langham. 
This battle ground is Saskatchewan. 

Overnight the Langham and Valley 
Concerned Citizens Organisation (LVCCO) 
sprang up, and a blitz petition 
found 80% of the population opposed 
to the refinery after 75% of the rural 
area had been canvassed. 

Spokesmen said to represent 20 
businessmen announced to Eldorado 
Nuclear on October 20 their intention 
to offer their land to the cause 
of the refinery. Behind the business 
men, who are real estate agents mainly, 
lie some shady deals, including 
dishonesty toward the previous owner 
of the property in their intentions .. 

SaJJkatoon Envi.ronmentaZ Society 
PO Bo:x! 1372 Saska.toon~ Sask 
S7K 3N9 
Canada 
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KEEP IT IN THE GROUND IN AUSTRALIA 

NOONKANBAH: STATE GOVERNMENT GETS 
HEAVY CRITICIBM 

In a report tabled in Federal parli~ 
ament on Dec 2, the Western Australian 
government was severely criticised 
for its actions against the aboriginal 
cornmunity at Noonkanbah this year. 
The State government gave its police 
and state emergency service free 
of charge (at great cost to ratepayers) 
to AMAX OIL company. to force its 
way on to the aboriginal pastoral 
lease. The battle for Noonkanbah has 
lasted 2 years. and won among others 
church and union support. 

The Commonwealth Aboriginal land Fund 
Commissions Report said that the 
State Government cha11enged the 
ColliTionwea l th's professed interest in 
getting proparty into aboriginal 
possession. 

The State Government claims the 
Aborigines are trying to "sieze owner-
ship" of the land. 

The Hoonkanbah Community has established 
a cattle and horse station on its 
pastaral lease, which is also land 
traditionally belonging to the community. 
Many years ago a British cornpany 
took the land away from the people, and 
forced the community to work there or 
move to the cities. After a long 
struggle the Yungngora people were 
given back the property under pastoral 
lease three years ago. They have set 
up a trilingua1 school, a pre school 
centre, and training in administrative 
and secretarial tasks required to 
run the station. 

For two years the people have had to 
fight aga;n for the land, and their 
sacred sites. They also fought for 



peace, equality and freedom, and witnout 
the constant attacks on women that Hfe 
in the white world meant. 

The state government says the sacred 
sites are lies, created by propaganda 
machines. It says the COIIIllUn1 ty 
has not suffered as a result of 
Amax's drilling operation. ' 

Amax on has now completed ttte drilling 
and found nothing. On Dec 3 Amax Iron 
Ore was granted a mineral claim a~ 
iGönkanbah, as was Rio Tinto Zinc's 
Austral ian. group CRA Explorations. 

The Australian Aboriginal community 
is seeking international support for 
their land rights and rights struggles. 
Until an Aboriginal Information 
Centre is set up in Europe under the 
guidance of the joint land Councils, 
CIMRA 1n London is the official 
representative. CIMRA, WISE and the 
Kimberley Land Council can pass on 
informat1on. 

KLC~PO Bo:x: 332 De:r•by" WA 6'188 
Aus tl'al:ia 

CIMRA lBO UvezrpooZ Raad"· Lonàbn Nl 
Eng Zand. 

AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT MAKBS URANIUM 
EXPORP EASIER 

On November 27. the Australian Liberal 
government announced a very signif
icant relaxation of ïts uranium export 
policy when it stated that it will 
a11ow other countries to reprocess 
Australian uranium. 
Up until now the govérnment would 
only sign contracts with countries 
who promised not to make bombs. However, 
it is now negotiating contracts 
with rrance and South Korea, and 
these countries do not find the 
safeguards convenient. 
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Reprocessing 1s the process of 
changing spent or used up nuclear 
fuel fnto usable fuel again. A part 
of the process also malces plutonium, 
which can then be used for nuclear 
weapons. 

The reasons the Australain government 
gives for relaxing safeguards are that 
these regulations now.have to be 
made so that they can take into account 
"world energy needs" and the develop
ment of the nuclear industry. A former 
eonmissioner on the Ranger uranium 
inquiry, Professor Charles Kerr. has 
stated that the Australian government 
cannot possibly be safeguarded against 
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REQ.lJES'.f FROM THE INI!ORMATION 
COMMITTEE ON THORIUM NINING:. NORWAY 

The Infomation Conmittee on Thorium 
Mining in the Fen area near Ulefoss, 
Telemark. Norway, was established a 
month ago as a result of the on-going 
investigations/research in the area by 
four big Norwegian companies in 
cooperation with the American oil 
company Union 011. Their aim is to get 
hold of Rare Earth Elements (REE) 
and the radioactive element thorium. 

military use. Kerr remains in favour 
of exporting uranium. 

There has been considerable criticism 
of the government's decision in 
Australia. The anti nuclear movement 
said that the safeguards mean nothing 
at all. The Australian Cotmcil of 
Trade Unions, which already adopted 
a resolution last year against uranium 
mining and export, has called on 
member unions to block the mining 
of this mineral • 

MAUM '!rade Un-lon Gztoup 
260 0eol'(JS St 
Fitaroy 3066 Vio Auetratia 

We, the Information Committee, are 
seriously concerned about the impact 
of this type of expected mining on 
the environment and the whole 
society, and the dangers of radio
activity. We hope, through WISE, 
to get in contact with other 
conwnittees, groups and individuals 
for information from similar mining 
activities e1sewhere in Europe and 
the USA. 

The Infot'Wnti.<m C()I'I'ITI'Î.ttee on 2'hoztium 
Mining 
cl- G;l~en 
N-37 30 Ulefoss 
NortJ1ày 



80 ABORIGINES ARRESTED AS ALCOA TAKES 
OVER ABORIGINAL LAND 

On December a. 20 Aborigines were 
arrested for trespassing on their own 
land in Portland, Victoria, land which 
Alcoa alllftinium company intends using 
to build an aluminium smelter. 

The Aleoa smelter is one of six 
planned for construction in diff .. 
erent parts of Australia. Aluminium 
is the eKpeCted new boom industry 
and major export of Australia's 
near future. Most sales w111 go to 
Japan and the United States. Other 
companies building smelters in 
Australia are Swiss Aluminium, Kaiser 
(West Germany}. Reynolds, Alcan 
and Pechiney (France}. 

The Aborigines have been camped on 
the site since mid- NoveMber, in an 
attempt to stop one of the world's 
largest smelters being built. They 
were joined by Aborigines from far 
away North Queens 1 and, who came to 
express solidarity and make clear 
the links between the exploitation 
of bauxite (the raw material for 
aluminium) in North Queensland 
and the loss of Aboriginal land 1n 
the South. 

On November 26 the court refused the 
claim of the Gunditj-Mara people that 
the land was theirs and not to be given 
to Alcoa. "From as far back as our 
stories go", the Gunditj-Mara state, 
"we have been part of this land~ as 
are the soil, sea, animals. birds 
and all other creations. This land 
is sacred to us, as it is part of 
the Creator. We, the Gunditj-Mara 
and all Aboriginal people of Australia, 
have never stopped the fight for 
our land, that land has been our 
life since the dreaming .•• We have 
asked the State government to give 
us legislation for the proteetion of 
the sacred sites in Vi~toria, but 
they refuse" • 

The people are demanding land rights 
legislation, to be drawn up by the 
V1ctor1an Aboriginal Lands Council. 

Throughout the month the Aborigines 
camped on a roadway t n the property. 
Until Alcoa had full title of the 
land from the Lands Department, police 
were not able to arrest the people. 

On December 3 the first of the gtant 
bulldozers arrived. and Alcoa began 
building bonfires and burning down 
the heath on the site, around the 
protestors. Many sacred sites and 
precious cultural relics were destroyed 
and rare species of plant killed 
during the next five days. 

The Aborigines tried to stop the 
destructien by throwing themselves in 
front of the equipment. Several arrests 
were made. 

The final arrests were made on the 8th. 

Land rights is not the only issue 
behind the fight against Alcoa. Devel
opment of this industry means rapid 
development of electrical power, as 
smelters consume vast quantities of 
electrical energy. To produce one 
kilogram of aluminium takes 15 kilo
watts of electricity. Every state in 
Australia is competing for aluminium 
smelters by offering cheap energy. 
Alcoa has diteet links with the uranium 
industry. Western Mining Corporation, 
a uranium company. has 20% share in 
Alcoa. WMC is pressing for a uranium 
enrichment factory and for a nuclear 
power plant in Australia. 

Aborigines are calling for international 
support for this struggle. The 
Australian government should be criticised 
as its intention to have aluminium 
as the major export industry of the 
future costs the land rights of 
Australia's original inhabitants. 
contact Mara Aboriginal Organisation 

4 Woods St~ Portland 3i105., Vic 
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KEEP IT IN THE GROutiD IN NOMH 
AllERICA 

PE'.liPION DEMANDS RADIATION 
PROTEeTION 

The New Mexico Physicians for 
Social Responsibility and frjends 
(NMPSR) has produced a brochure 
and support petition calling for 
a reduction in radon and radon 
daughter (radon nuclide) exposure to 
uranium miners. It supports a request 
already made by the Oil, Chemical 
and Atomie Workers Union for a 
reduction. Supporting this 
petit1on as evidence is a 50 
page study by the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health, which claims that 
current standards of allowable 
radiation exposure will expose miners 
to levels of radiation which can 
cause cancer. 

The pamphlet and petition are avail
ab 1 e from NMP SR 

PO Boa: 4096 A tbU'Z'QUeque 
NM 8'1108 USA 

NMPSR also have a video available for 
sale - perhaps also to rent. The 
lhtanium Factol' is a one hour long 
American Braadcasting Commission News 
Documentary video tape. It is an 
exposê of environmental, health and 
other problems conneeteel with uran
ium mining and milling. The tape 
includes several interviews with 
local people: Navajo people living 
near the mines, people exposed through 
radioactiva homes, widows of 
miners,and ex uranium m1ners. State 
offidals who are trying to minimise 
the problem are also recorded. 
contact the above address for more 
details. 
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KEEP IT IN THE GROUND IN SWEDEN 

PROTEST GROFIING IN NOK.J.'HERN Sf/EDEN 

Plans to rapidly develop a uranium 
project in Pleutajokk, in the 
Arjeplog area in northern Sweden, are 
being opposed by an equally rapid 
growing anti uranium movement in 
the area. 

A broad based group, "Arjeplogare mot 
Pleutajokk" (Arjeplog people aga1nst 
Pleutajokk) has been fonned in this 
sparsely populated area. Among them 
are the Sarnis (Laps) who are 
particularly protesting as their 
reindeer will be severely threatened. 
Reindeer are the basis of the Sami 
liveHhood. The people are also 
protesting poisoning by radioactive 
waste which will spoi1 Sweden's 
deepest take, Hornava. This 1ake is 
the present souree of drinking water 
and fresh water fish for the comm
unity. 

The uranium deposit will be exploited 
by the Swedish mining company 
Loussavaara Kirunavaara AB (LKAB). 
Although it has only an estimated 4000 
tonnes of uranium, the quality of the 
ore is very high, making it a 
profitable venture. 

Before mining can start the local 
municipality and the government must 
grant permission. 

At'jeptcga:N mot P'teutejokk 
Stefan Pombel"{J 
hel"blll'ssti.gen 3 
S-9Sl 4S Lut.ea~ Sweden 



KEEP IT IN THE GROUND IN FRANCE 

GRANDMONT PEOPLE MAKE THEIR DEMANDS 

After a three day march to Paris, 
November 1-4, the people of Grandmont 
(Haute Vienne) presented the French 
electricity company CEA, the Ministry 
of Industry, and the "Elysée" (the 
residence of the President of the 
Republic) a motion demanding a real 
dialogue between the local 
authorities, Cogema mining group, 
environmentalists and themselves. 
Up until now this dialogue has 
been blankly refused. 

The particular significanee of the 
action is that the local population 
are demanding the right to defend 
the area they have chosen to 
live in. These people have been 
protesting now for 8 months, 
particularly against the drying up 
of their water resources due to 
Cogema's uranium exploitation. 

For further information contact 
Andr~ Christophe 
G:randmont 
87240 Commune de St syZveetre 
Fro.nce 

INDUSTRJ NEWS 
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GO-AIJEAD POR WES'l' GERMAN URANIUM PLANT 
LIKELY SOON 

The Genman nuclear industry expects 
government approval early in 1981 
for a DM 1 billion investment in 
West Genmany's first uranium enrich
ment factory. This was announced in 
the Financial Times of October 20 1980. 

The plant wi11 be at Gronau, near 
the Dutch border, where the nuclear 
industry has just started a DM18 million 
assembly line for gas centrifuges, 
owned jointly by MAN and Uranit. 

Or Hans Mohrhauer is in charge of 
planning and constructing, expecting 
the first enriched uranium in 1984. 
Although cantacts only justify 400 
tonnes at present, it will have a 
capacity.of 1000 tonnes. 

This enrichment factory is Urenco's 
3rd European factory. Urenco is also 
in the final stages of planning the 
establishment of a uranium enrichment 
facility in South Australia. Gronau 
is 45 kilometres from the Dutch 
Urenco enrichment plant at Almelo. 

Urenco is a West German/Dutch/British 
uranium enrichment consortium. 

For more information on Urenco, contact 
Stop Urenao Alliance 
6 Eruis"leigh St 
London WC 1 England 
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